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What is food security?
• Availability

– Sufficient quantity of food nationally: domestic 
production + net imports + (other things)

• Access
– Access by individuals to entitlements to acquire 

food (e.g. income)
• Utilization

– Utilization of food by individuals: adequate diet, 
clean water, sanitation and health care.

• Stability of access
– Low risk of losing access to food 
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Presentation Notes
Sufficient quantities of food of appropriate quality, supplied through domestic production or imports (including food aid).Access by individuals to adequate resources (entitlements) to acquire appropriate foods for a nutritious dietUtilisation of food through adequate diet, clean water, sanitation, and health care.  This brings out the importance of non-food inputs in food security. Are individuals at high risk of losing their access to food?  An example of this situation would be a landless agricultural labourer who was almost wholly dependent on agricultural wages in a region of erratic rainfall. 



Undernourishment trends:
Developing Regions
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Source: FAO/IFAD/WFP: State of Food Insecurity in the World 2014



Undernourishment trends in Asia

Source: FAO/IFAD/WFP: State of Food Insecurity in the World 2014



The changing distribution of hunger in the world:
Numbers and shares of undernourished people by 

region in 1990-92 and 2012-14

Total  = 805 million (2012-14)
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Presentation Notes
At present, the world produces more than sufficient food to meet the demand of everyone, and maintains adequate food stocks.Yet, the number of hungry people in the world remains unacceptably high. The world is a home of 805 million undernourished people in 2012-14.  One in every 9 people worldwide are suffering from chronic hunger, and the vast majority of them (98%) live in developing countries.Asia Region remains a home of nearly two-thirds (65%) of the world total chronic hunger population, despite its rapid economic growth.The benefit of economic growth was not equally shared among populations in different economic status. In many cases, it benefitted the rich who could invest further, while the poor who did not have capitals or resources were left behind, which resulted in widening of income disparity and social equity.



Proportion of undernourished in total population, 
selected Asian countries
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Source: FAO/IFAD/WFP: State of Food Insecurity in the World 2014



Prevalence of stunting in children 
under 5 in selected Asian countries

Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators, 2012 



Stunting prevalence: Asian sub-regions
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South Asia East Asia and Pacific

Source: UNICEF: http://data.unicef.org/resources/2013/webapps/nutrition#



Overweight and obesity: A growing 
problem

• Overweight and obesity raise risks of 
coronary heart disease, ischemic stroke 
and Type 2 diabetes

• 2008: 10% of men and 14% of women in 
the world were obese 
– 205 million men and 297 million women

• 1980: 5% of men and 8% of women in 
1980 were obese. 



Obesity and overweight in Asia-Pacific
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DRIVERS OF CHANGE
Population and Income
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Demand for and supply of crops
• Demand depends on:

– Population growth
– Income growth relative to food prices

• Dietary diversification, especially towards livestock 
products

– Demand for biofuels etc.
• Crop production depends on

– Area harvested
• Arable area
• Cropping intensity

– Irrigation and climate
– Yield per hectare



Population projections for Asia
2010-2050
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Source: UN Population Division Projections 2010

Billions



Urban and Rural Population
Asia: 2010-2050
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Source: UNPD: World Urbanization Prospects, 2014

Billions
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Per-capita GDP, PPP in Constant 2011 International Dollars
By Developing Region

International dollars

World Development Indicators, 2014



Food consumption and HHCE per capita 
(PPP2005$) for 62 developing countries

S  FAO  W ld A i lt  t d  2030/2050  Th  2012 R i i



FOOD CONSUMPTION 
TOWARDS 2050
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Per capita food consumption to 2050
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Kcal/person/day

Source: FAO: World Agriculture towards 2030/2050: The 2012 Revision



Diet diversification in China
1975-2009
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Source: FAO Food Balance Sheets



Short-term outlook for oilcrops, 
including palm oil
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Commodity prices are falling
• Prices falling on world 

markets for most 
categories: cereals, 
vegetable oils, sugar, 
dairy.

• Prices firm however for 
meat.

• First time since late 
1990s that FAO food 
price index has fallen 
for 6 consecutive 
months.



Oilcrop prices are falling …
• International meal 

prices likely to 
continue falling.

• Oils and fats values 
could stabilize.

• Palm oil production 
anticipated to 
expand 3.5%



… And palm oil prices are falling
Crude, cif, North West Europe
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Why have prices been falling?

• Production generally good for most 
commodities, including palm oil

• Stocks are either at high levels or will 
be soon

• But demand is beginning to increase 
in response to lower price

• And output growth may slow down 
because of dry spell earlier this year



What is the short- to medium-
term outlook?

• Biodiesel and other biofuel programmes:
– expanding in some countries, e.g. Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Thailand and Brazil
– Being phased out in Australia
– Uncertainty in other countries, e.g. EU, USA.

• Given the high levels of stocks, there is 
less chance for a price spike in the near 
term.
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Key features of the development 
of the oilcrop sector

• Fastest growth of all sub-sectors of 
global agriculture 
– 4.3 percent p.a. in last 3 decades
– Food demand in developing countries (4.1 

percent p.a.)
– Demand for non-food uses, e.g. biofuels
– Potential for rapid expansion of production, 

especially oil palm
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Key features of the development of 
the oilcrop sector

• Growing contribution to food supplies 
and food security
– Rapid growth of consumption in developing 

countries, especially from China and India
– And high calorie content of oil products
– Major factors in increased total food 

consumption
• Concentration of production growth in a 

small number of crops and countries
– 90 percent of palm oil growth from 2000 to 2006 

from Malaysia and Indonesia 28



Long-term outlook for the oilcrop
sector

• Food demand will continue to grow at slower 
rates
– E.g. China increased per-capita consumption of 

oilcrops 330 percent from early 1970s to early 
2000s 

– Future increases unlikely to be this large
• Non-food industrial uses are likely to expand 

faster than food demand
• The ratio of trade to production and 

consumption will grow
29
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Long-term outlook for the oilcrop
sector

• FAO expects production to increase 
– For the period from 2005 to 2050, production of 

most oilcrops expected to grow at rates between 
1.1 and 1.9 percent p.a.

– Palm oil production expected to grow at 1.7 
percent p.a.

• But oilcrop production is land intensive
• Oilcrops are largely rainfed

– 12 percent of area is irrigated vs 40 percent for 
cereals in developing countries
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Food security and sustainability
• Have to find a way to expand oilcrop

production without seriously threatening 
forest or other ecologically valuable areas 

• Millions of poor smallholder farmers 
depend upon palm oil and other oilcrops
for their livelihoods.

• Economic growth originating in agriculture 
has a much higher impact on the 
incomes of the poor than economic growth 
originating in non-agriculture
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Is there enough land?
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Is there enough water?



Most of the world’s water is used 
for agriculture

Source: FAO



Basic principles for sustainable 
development of oilcrops and palm oil 
• Focus on smallholders and their food 

security
• Increase flexibility of government 

processes 
– Aim at reducing negative impact of global 

price swings on food security of small farmers
• Provide protection to smallholder farmers
• Agricultural zoning

– Grow in areas where agro-climatic conditions 
are favourable 35
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